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Reviewer’s report:

In this study, the authors used an immunoaffinity-based parallel reaction monitoring (iPRM) liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) assay that used MS/MS fractionation to confirm the target peptide identity of the M. tuberculosis protein CFP10 in blood/serum for diagnosis of HIV-associated TB. The study uses a novel technique, the study design is sound, and the data are interesting to the field of TB diagnostics. Overall the results show a high sensitivity in culture-confirmed (~90%) as well as culture-negative TB (~67%) with a specificity between 80-90%. I have no major concerns although I am wondering how applicable this MS-based assay would be in TB endemic regions even with the advantage of being able to use blood rather than a specimen from the site of disease. The authors should certainly discuss this in more detail but overall, my comments are mostly minor.

Abstract:

The authors should give condensed information about their assay and antigen in the methods section of the abstract.

The authors should give specific sensitivity and specificity information of their assay relative to gold standard of Mtb culture in the results section; the term "microbial methods" should be more specific.

Intro/Background:

Line 29 - it should be "incidence" not "prevalence" for pulmonary and extrapulmonary TB.

Lines 31 - 39 - another major reason for TB recurrence in HIV-infected individuals is reinfection which in regions of high TB incidence occurs between 30-50%; the authors should include that.

Lines 4-12 - when the authors provide reasons why Mtb antigens are not detected sufficiently in body fluids by other assays they should also mention that the antigen levels might simply be too low.

Methods:
iPRM assay - did the authors have any positive controls in their assay? They should comment on
this.

Results:

The results section can be shorten for information that is shown in tables 1 and 2.

It would be helpful to know what diagnoses were obtained for the non-TB patients.

Lines 46 - 54 - Tuberculin skin test is not a diagnostic method for active TB. Thus listing
sensitivity and specificity for it does not add any valuable information and the section on this
should be taken out.

Lines 11/12 - mycobacterial culture is not an "assay", referring to it as culture is sufficient.

Discussion:

Although I agree with the point the authors are making regarding the need of invasive sampling
for Gene Xpert in cases of extrapulmonary TB, they should review the gene Xpert literature a bit
more thoroughly - much has been published recently on using Xpert for extrapulmonary TB
samples and Xpert in contrast to MS is widely available in TB endemic regions; it would be of
interest to see the comparison of a few more larger studies here.

The authors should discuss where they would see the applicability of their assay as most TB
endemic regions will have little availability of MS technology.

Tables & Figures:

Table 1 - The authors should clarify in the footnote what the p value compares; they should not
compare all groups listed as all TB is comprised of culture-pos and culture-negative TB.

Table 2 - Culture-negative/smear-positive does not make sense - culture is much more sensitive
than smear and typically all smear-positive patients are culture-positive, unless the one patient
listed in table 2 either a contaminated smear or has already received treatment and would thus be
culture-negative. The authors should review the clinical data and address, but either way should
not list this one unusual patient with 100% sensitivity.

Fig. 3 - should include the data for cured TB and non-TB cases and also contain a line to show
where the cut-off value was. The figure legend should include the explanation for "pM" as most
readers will not be familiar with this abbreviation. It would further be of interest to see a p value
for the comparison between culture-pos and culture-neg TB.
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